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1. INTORDUCTION

2. PROJECT OVERVIEW

• Cities are responsible for more than 70% of global greenhouse gases (GHGs)
emissions (UN-HABITAT, 2011).
• The Paris Agreement recognizes their key role in combating climate change.
• The science community has been examining the use of atmospheric measurements
in order to support GHG emission management by directly quantify emissions.
• We have been developing a science-based tool to support emission management
for megacity Osaka (pop.: 2.7 million) and beyond.
• We have developed an observation system simulation experiment (OSSE) capability
to study and propose an optimal observation network for monitoring CO2 emissions
from Osaka.

3. MODERING FRAMEWORK for OSAKA

❑ Multi-resolution Human CO2 Emissions: MORI-Grid (Mori, 2016)

❑ Atmospheric CO2 simulation
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Fig.2 : WRF-Chem domain
Table. 2 : WRF-Chem configurations
Option

Description
d01

Seasonal temporal profile
MORIGrid-2014

Weekly temporal profile
EAGrid2010-Japan
(Kannari et al. 2007)

Fig.1 : MORIGrid-2014 CO2 emission inventory
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Vertical layer
Microphysics
Initial meteorological fields, boundary conditions
Boundary conditions for Human emissions
Boundary conditions for Natural emissions
Long-wave radiation
Short-wave radiation
Land surface
Boundary layer
Chemistry option
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Hourly temporal profile

Table. 1 : Inventory comparison
Comparison items
Area average
Standard deviation
Minimum area
Maximum area
Total emissions

MORIGrid-2014 EAGrid2010-Japan
0.044 km2
1.059 km2
0.079 km2
0.002 km2
0.00013 km2
1.053 km2
0.266 km2
1.063 km2
75.13 Mt-CO2y-1
74.99 Mt-CO2y-1

MORIGrid minus EAGrid

d02

100, 100
91, 91
3 km
1 km
30 layer
WRF Single-Moment 5-class scheme
NCEP global reanalysis data
Carbon Tracker CT2016 (Peters et al. 2007)
BEAMS model (Sasai et al. 2015)
RRTMG scheme
RRTMG shortwave
Noah Land Surface Model
Mellor-Yamada Nakashima and Niino Level 3 PBL
Greenhouse gas CO2 only tracers
2014/02/01 ~ 2014/02/28 (JTC)

4. What can see from satellites and an imaginary network?

❑ Emission detectability of potential ground-based observations

❑ XCO2 at different resolutions
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Fig.3 : Average XCO2 and Standard Deviation (SD) [ppmV]
• The average XCO2 concentration and SD at 14:00 PM in February in
Osaka were calculated at 1km, 3km, and 10km resolutions.
• The footprint of the GOSAT is approx. 10km.
• From these figures, it can be seen that it is difficult to detect emissions
from power plants at large resolutions.
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Fig.4 : Correlation maps at each points, Composite map and Fraction bar charts of the annual FFCO2 emission
• Correlation maps at potential observation points were generated using three simulation cases:1) WRF-MORIGrid, 2) WRF-EAGrid, 3) WRF-MORIGrid(Non plant) (Fig.4).
Following Feng et al. (2016), the correlation between the time series CO2 concentration on the potential observation points and the time series CO2 concentration of the
rest of the domain was calculated at model grid level. Larger correlation coefficient mean that emissions changes in the grid can be detectable from the observation point.
• Composite maps were created by overlaying correlation maps of each observation point.
• Fraction bar charts shows the domain CO2-ratio emitted in domain2 as a function of the number of the GHG measurement sites that covers the area for each cases.

5. FUTURE PLAN
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• We will examine the concentration changes observed at potential observation locations in relative to
measurement precision and frequency of various observation systems that could be available in the foreseeable
future in order to optimize the observational locations and observation strategy.
• We will conduct a network optimization in Osaka Prefecture by considering detectable level of emissions changes
and total cost.
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